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Correction to:  Biotechnol Biofuels (2018) 11:48  
https ://doi.org/10.1186/s1306 8-018-1036-9

The original version of the article contained a mistake. 
The accession number has been incorrectly published in 
the “Availability of data and materials” section.

The number is given below and has been corrected 
with this erratum.

The datasets generated and analysed during the cur-
rent study are available in the MG-RAST repository with 
identification numbers described in Additional file 4.

The NCBI shotgun metagenomes are BioProject id: 
PRJNA435511. Draft bacterial genomes are available 
at https ://zenod o.org/recor d/11943 40 (DOI: 10.5281/
zenodo.1194340).
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